We present a semi-streaming algorithm for k-mer spectral analysis of DNA sequencing reads, together with a derivative approach that is fully streaming. The approach can also be applied to genomic, transcriptomic, and metagenomic data sets. We develop two tools for short-read analysis based on these approaches, a method for semi-streaming k-merbased error trimming, and a method for the analysis of error profiles in short reads using a streaming sublinear approach. These tools are implemented in the khmer software package, which is freely available under the BSD License at github.com/ged-lab/khmer/. We present a semi-streaming algorithm for k-mer spectral analysis of 6 DNA sequencing reads, together with a derivative approach that is fully 7 streaming. The approach can also be applied to genomic, transcriptomic,
cases, the errors during read sampling were recorded for comparison with predictions.
74
2.2 Real data sets 75 We used three shotgun Illumina data sets: a genomic data set from E. 76 coli, a mRNAseq data set from Mus musculus, and a mock community 77 metagenome. For E. coli, we took a 5m read subset of ERA000206 from 78 [10] . For mRNAseq, we used a 10m read subset of GSE29209 from [11] .
79
For the mock metagenome, we used a 20m read subset of SRR606249 80 from [12] . Prior to analysis, we eliminated any read with an 'N' in it and 81 filtered the reads by mapping to the known references, yielding the read 82 numbers in Table 1. Quake's count-qmers was used to generate a k-mer count with -q 33 -k 113 14, and correct was also run with -q 33 -k 14. The correction threshold 114 (-c) was chosen automatically by Quake as per the manual, and was 7.94 115 for E. coli diginorm, 7.2 for E. coli original, and 6.26 for the high-coverage 116 mRNAseq sample.
117
2.7 Semi-streaming error analysis and trimming 118 We used the script calc-errors-few-pass.py to do semi-streaming error 119 analysis; it is available in the 2014-streaming repository. We used a 120 normalization coverage threshold of 20 and a trusted k-mer cutoff of 3.
121
The khmer script trim-low-abund.py was used for semi-streaming er- report-errhist-2pass.py was used for comparison purposes.
126
The calc-error-profile.py script iterates through the read data set, Digital normalization eliminates many erroneous k-mers, while retaining 139 the majority of true k-mers [9] . Our initial question was whether we could 140 apply spectral error analysis to genomic short read data using counts from 141 digitally normalized data. This would allow us to take advantage of the 142 space savings of digital normalization when storing and examining k-mer 143 counts. We tested this on a synthetic data set and an E. coli data set.
144
We then compared the performance of the Quake genomic error counter 145 on the original and digitally normalized counts from the E. coli data [2] .
146
Simulated data: We first applied digital normalization to a simulated 147 data set with known errors. We generated the synthetic data set from 148 a simulated low-complexity genome ("simple genome"; see Methods for 149 generation and Table 1 for data set details). We then applied digital 150 normalization to these synthetic reads, normalizing to a median 20-mer 151 coverage of 20 (k=20, C=20).
152
The k-mer spectrum before and after digital normalization is shown 153 in Figure 1 . While the total number of k-mers decreased in the digi-154 tally normalized data set, the separation between the high count k-mers mer spectral error analysis is that in a high-coverage data set, these high 157 count k-mers will represent correct k-mers, while the low count k-mers are : K-mer spectrum of a simple artificial data set, before and after digital normalization. The peaks at the origin represents erroneous k-mers resulting from (simulated) error; the peaks centered at 80 (original) and 20 (diginorm) represent k-mers truly present in the genome, which are shared among many reads.
We next used k-mer counts from the downsampled read set to detect 161 errors in the original read set. The algorithm is straightforward: we look 162 for bases at the beginning or ends of low-abundance runs of k-mers in each 163 read, which should signify the locations of errors. We used a "trusted k-164 mer" cutoff of C0 = 3 as our abundance cutoff, below which we assumed k-165 mers were erroneous (see Methods). The results are presented in the genome. These mismatches were taken to be errors in the reads. We 185 found 8.0m errors in 2.2m reads, for an overall error rate of 1.60%.
186
We then compared the results of k-mer spectral error detection with 187 and without digital normalization. We used the same parameters as on 188 the simulated genome (C0 = 10 for unnormalized, C0 = 3 for normalized).
189
The results are presented in results to error correction with the entire read data set.
202
The results of running Quake on the original data using counts from 203 the original and digitally normalized data are shown in there being many fewer k-mers (Table 5 ) and far fewer reads ( 
242
Simulated data: To test this approach, we generated two more syn-243 thetic data sets, "simple metagenome" and "simple mRNAseq," which 244 contain both high-and low-abundance species (see Table 1 for data set 245 details). After generating synthetic reads with a 1% error rate and ap-246 plying digital normalization (k=20/C=20), we again used the normalized 247 counts to do spectral error detection. However, we used a modified algo-
248
rithm that only examined reads with a median k-mer abundance of C or 249 greater.
250
The results of running error detection on the synthetic metagenome 251 and mRNAseq data sets are shown in Table 7 . Table 7 : Variable coverage spectral error detection on two synthetic data sets, a simple mRNAseq data set and a simple metagenome. Per-read coverage was estimated by median k-mer abundance within the read, and only the reads with estimated coverage at or above the specified threshold were analyzed. Digitally normalized counts were used for the spectral error analysis. Table 9 : Results of running Quake on high-coverage reads from mouse mRNAseq, using k-mer counts from the digitally normalized reads. The original error rate was 1.0%.
To evaluate this, we again used Quake (a genomic error corrector) 288 to correct the high coverage mRNAseq reads using the diginorm counts.
289
We first extracted the 5.4m reads with estimated coverage greater than 290 or equal to 20 from the mouse mRNAseq data set, and then digitally 291 normalized the data. We next applied the Quake error corrector to the 292 unnormalized high-coverage reads using the k-mer counts from the nor-293 malized reads, as with the E. coli data set. Quake discarded 510,000 reads 294 and corrected the remainder, bringing the error rate from 1.0% to 0.42% 295 -see Table 9 . As with E. coli, this suggests that sufficient information low-expressed transcripts, and so more reads from highly expressed tran-319 scripts will be seen in any given subset.
320
With this in mind, we can adapt the same approaches used in previous 
327
The conceptual idea is presented in Figure 3 . On the first pass, low- that is examined twice.
336
In Figure 4 , we show diginorm-generated coverage saturation curves 337 for both real and error-free simulated reads from E. coli MG1655. In both 338 cases, after the first 1m reads, the majority of reads have an estimated 339 coverage of 20 or higher, and hence can be used for error analysis on the 340 remainder of the data encountered in the first pass.
341
Moreover, because only the normalized counts are used in spectral 342 analysis, the approach should apply equally well to data sets with uneven and 0 FN, for a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 70.9% (Table 10) . Semi-streaming error analysis of real data: We also get sim-
359
ilar quality results on the real data sets when comparing two-pass error 360 detection with semi-streaming error detection ( Table 10 : Results from applying semi-streaming error detection to the same synthetic data sets as in Table 2 and Table 7 . Number of passes is the average number of times each read in the data set was examined; numbers in parentheses give the difference between these numbers and the previous results. Table 11 : Results from applying semi-streaming error detection to the same real data sets as in Table 3 and Table 8 . Number of passes is the average number of times each read in the data set was examined; unless noted in parentheses, numbers were within 1% of non-streaming results. vs 87.1% with the two-pass approach; and a specificity of 97.9% for semi-368 streaming and 98.0% two-pass (compare Table 11 and Table 8 of the errors, bringing the overall error rate from 0.63% to 0.00%.
387
For the simple metagenome we used the variable abundance approach 
430
In Figure 5 and Figure 6 we show the resulting error profiles for the E. Frequency of errors at that position bowtie2 mismatches k-mer subsample (scaled) k-mer 2pass (scaled) Figure 6 : Error spectrum of reads in the mouse RNAseq data set. The sublinear k-mer spectrum analysis is calculated based on saturation of a fraction of the data set, while the two-pass spectral analysis uses all of the data, and bowtie2 mismatches are based on all mapped reads. The peak of errors at position 34 in the bowtie2 mapping reflects errors that in the first part of the data set are called as Ns, and hence are ignored by the sublinear error analysis; see text for details. Note, the bowtie2 mismatch rates are larger than the spectral rates, so for ease of comparison the y values for the k-mer spectral analyses are scaled by a factor of four. Table 12 : A summary of trimming statistics for semi-streaming error trimming. Error rates before and after trimming were estimated by mapping. "High coverage" numbers refer to the subset of reads with C ≥ 20 that were subject to analysis. Table 13 : Results of streaming error trimming on complete data sets. Error rates before and after trimming were estimated by mapping. metagenome data; in contrast to the smaller subsets used previously (see 469   Table 12 ), when we consider the full data sets the majority of reads are 470 examined only once (see "Number of passes", Table 13 ). Second pass: spectral analysis of data with reduced k-mer set.
First pass: collection of low-abundance reads + analysis of saturated reads.
Second pass: analysis of collected low-abundance reads.
First pass: collection of low-abundance reads + analysis of saturated reads. with an undersampled source text (or randomly generated sentences), this 537 is a fully offline two-pass approach that requires re-examining all of the 538 input data for the second pass. In practice, most real data sets will require 539 fewer than two passes: graphically, any deviation from the identity line in 540 a saturation analysis as in Figure 4 yields a few-pass algorithm.
541
Reduction to a streaming algorithm: The semi-streaming algo-542 rithm can be turned into a purely streaming algorithm in several special 543 cases -specifically, whenever reads need not be saved for a second pass.
544
One example is given above, in determining the error profile of sequencing 545 reads: here the error profile can be determined from only a small portion 546 of the data.
547
Another example of a purely streaming approach is when some portion Table 11 ). 
567
Tracking k-mer abundances in large short-read data sets is part of many 568 error detection and correction algorithms, but this process can be time 569
and memory intensive. Here we show that for some data sets and several
570
analyses, digital normalization can be used to reduce the total number of 571 k-mers under consideration without strongly affecting results.
572
For example, with a real E. coli data set, digital normalization reduced 573 the number of k-mers by a third ( of an mRNAseq data set, which yielded promising results (Table 9) , al- 
594
This again demonstrates that digitally normalized data retains the in-595 formation necessary to error correct high coverage reads, despite having 596 many fewer k-mers and total reads (Table 5 and Table 6 ). Note that 597 we used the Quake software because it provided the option of using k- to the full two-pass algorithm with an algorithm that is less than two pass
618
(compare Table 8 to Table 11 ).
619
This near-equivalence of results is somewhat surprising, in that we ap- performs more efficiently with more data -a good trend.
625
As with digital normalization, a basic semi-streaming approach is very 626 simple to implement: with an online way to count k-mers, the algorithm tial decrease in errors -up to an order of magnitude (Table 12) .
641
The implementation of semi-streaming error trimming used in this 642 paper is somewhat inefficient, and relies on redundantly storing all of the 643 reads needed for the second pass on disk during the first pass. In the worst 644 case, where all reads are low coverage, a complete copy of the data set 645 may need to be stored on disk! This is an area for future improvement.
646
However, when we look at full data sets, fewer than half the reads are 647 examined twice (see Number of passes, Here we introduce an approach to removing erroneous k-mers from large 664 sequencing data sets with a semi-streaming algorithm that can be used 665 on variable coverage data sets. When should this be applied?
666
The general semi-streaming algorithm is most time-efficient on data 667 sets where much of the data is high coverage, because the second pass 668 across the data is limited to the set of reads that is low coverage on the 669 first pass (Figure 3) . Even though the coverage of the data sets may 670 not be known in advance, the approach is robust to low-coverage data:
671 low-coverage reads can simply be ignored.
672
One particularly appealing aspect of the variable coverage error trim-673 ming approach is that it does not need to be modified for different data 674 sets: the underlying algorithm can be applied equally to genomic, mR-
675
NAseq, and metagenome data sets, although read lengths, error rates,
676
and data set coverage will affect the quality of results. On high coverage 677 genomic data sets, trimming can be made more stringent by eliminating 678 all low-abundance k-mers as erroneous, but even if this is not done, the 679 underlying approach is equally efficient. than an order of magnitude [9] . However, diginorm also alters the coverage should have a much smaller and far less biasing effect on data set coverage.
689
Moreover, trimming eliminates fewer reads than digital normalization.
This may make trimming a more palatable pre-filter for assembly than 691 digital normalization.
692
We caution against using variable coverage error trimming before mapping- 
